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This research focuses on analyzing Barack Obama’s inaugural address and farewell address. This speech impacted to the audience. How most of the audience gave standing applauses in between his speech is why this speech was chosen to be analyzed. Therefore, this research used connotative meaning by Leech theory as a grand theory and J.N. Hook theory as a supporting theory. There are three kinds of connotative meaning, such as positive, negative and neutral connotation. However, this research only focuses on two kinds, such as positive and negative connotative meaning. The objectives of this study are to reveal and explain the use of positive and negative connotative meaning. Qualitative method is applied to analyze positive and negative connotative meaning in Barack Obama’s inaugural address and farewell address. The data were taken from Barack Obama’s inaugural address and farewell address. The result of this research is many connotative meaning in Barack Obama’s inaugural address and farewell address. Positive connotative meaning is dominant kind, such as 17 words or phrase is found as positive connotative meaning. Then, there are 15 words or phrase as negative connotative meaning.